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Really Useful Bulletin
TRACING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY WITH THE WHOLE FAMILY
DR ROBIN McCONNELL
The opportunities for a revitalising voyage into family history abound for all family members. Family history should be a fullfamily research adventure journey instead of an ‘adults only’ domain.
My book Tracing Your Family History With The Whole Family (Pen & Sword 2022) has pages and pages of practical suggestions
for engaging all of the family in tracing their family history. Given the content of the book let us move now into the domain of
exploring ideas with all of our family members.
My granddaughters have been instrumental in widening my perspective on involving each family member in this stimulating
research field. Given the recent pandemic and subsequent family separations, especially that of grandparents from their
grandchildren , sharing your own family history adventure can bring a family’s cross-generational members together. This
brings its own technical challenges, research, interpersonal interaction and fun. It is not a one-way interaction. Young family
members may need assistance in selecting research sites, for example, but may well have computer and research skills that
their grandparents and even their parents do not have. Sites such as Ancestry, FamilySearch, FindMyPast and MyHeritage
become familiar navigation points.
Consider the following sample activities for your family:
1. Form a picture of our family today for the family members of tomorrow – with its technical challenges, research,
interpersonal interaction and fun.
2. Compile family time capsules in which we record the picture of family life today.
3. Interview parents, grandparents and selected relatives or long-term family friends.
4. Focus perhaps on a child’s or family member’s particular interests through the decades.
5. Set up a family timeline.
6. Set up a basic historical timeline.
7. Encourage young family members to create accounts of their family.
8. Write your own life history for a personal Christmas or special occasion present.
9. Select interesting persons from your known family history for, say, grandchildren to research.
10. Trace family settings on a map of your country and on a world map.

1.

Imagine if we had a picture of our parents’ or grandparents’ family life when they were
youngsters. This could include photographs, creative writing, diary extracts,
interviews of each other, photographs (dated and with names of persons), newspaper
cuttings and stories of memorabilia. Children can interview each other, perhaps with some
initial parent guidance. Where do the family live, what schools do they attend? Do they
have hobbies and/or sport or creative expression interests? Such considerations led me to
support books such as Tracing your Ancestors’ Childhood by Sue Wilkes (Pen & Sword,
2013), and Tracing Your Ancestors Through Letters and Personal Writings by Ruth Symes,
(Pen & Sword 2016). There are excellent books on the history of toys and games, fashions
and sport over the ages that parents can draw on for help.

2.

Given the compilation of the family picture of today we can present this in family time
capsules. Consider, creatively, how this can be done. Where will the time capsules be stored? Will there be one for each
family member? How do we ensure the challenges will be met of non-fading material, paper discolouring, photographs
fading etc. Family history magazines often have very helpful content addressing these issues.

3.

Imagine if you had an interview record of your own parents, grandparents and/or great-grandparents. Organise your
present-day family for interviews. Why not have children interview their parents, especially about their childhoods,
school and community involvement, church and social organisations, sport, fashions, how they met and what they can
say about their parents?

4.

How could I get grandson Toby interested in family history? I would take this nine-year old’s interest in sport and start
with simple questions about his involvement with sport, then move to parental questions about their sport participation
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and then interview his grandparents about their possible sport involvement. Photographs, possible relevant newspaper
clippings and dairy entries could further enhance this record.
5.

Cleo, aged eleven years, came into my study, talked about what I was writing in my diary and asked if I put family dates
in my diary. I said yes, I put family birthdays in my diary so I did not forget them. Cleo pointedly asked if I put family
dates in my diary to record births, marriages and deaths of ancestors. “If you did that, you would have a family
timeline.” (Ah, our discerning young!) So then I quickly insert such records and then could selectively send the
grandchildren and my son and daughter email greetings with information on selected ancestor happenings of the day.

Photographs from author’s personal collection
6.

When I was pleased with the family timeline, into my study comes Cleo, again. “I have been thinking about what you
said about your father being in a war. You have made a family timeline, why don’t you have a history timeline in your
diary that marks special history dates and we then know if any of our ancestors were involved?” I then generated the
historical timeline as well as the family history timeline.
So, in my diary now, I come across battles such as Gawilghur with Colonel Kenny’s death, Seringapatam with Ensign
Kenny carrying the colours, Irish famine years, Charles Snell Kensington giving land to Worton Church, the question of
Colin Jones at the Siege of Havana, female forebears signing suffragette petitions and my father in the Pacific in World
War II. There is also the added impetus of the question, “Where were you when…?” This generates thoughts of such
happenings as JFK’s assassination, historic sport events, 9/11, the Beatles, the death of Prince Philip and the war in
Vietnam.
Adding impetus to this was the recently published Tracing Your Ancestors Using The UK Historical Timeline by Angela
Smith and Neil Bertram (Pen and Sword 2021).

7.

Children and young family members - in fact, all ages of family members – can enjoy writing creatively about an
ancestor. Maya, Cleo’s then eleven-year-old sister, rang me one November and said her class had been set a major
assignment of writing about a special aspect of Christmas. “Didn’t one of our Maturin ancestors have a key role in
getting Mr Handel to have the first public performance of the Messiah? Wasn’t that in Dublin?” Yes, Maya’s
Maturin ancestor played such a key role. Yes, the writing assignment was capably done – by a youngster who knew of
her Dublin ancestor in 1742. Now I await Maya’s discovery of her ancestor, John Larkins Kensington having slaves on his
Lure Estate in Tobago and her realisation of the Eyre family coming to Ireland from England.
Immigration generates interest in young people as they then learn about demands of the times, the travails of the
family sailing to a land of which they knew little and separation from their wider home family.

8.

Ironically, the separation of older generations from the young or their having time to reflect, can lead to the elders
writing of their own memoirs. This can result in a lasting gift for immediate family members and can be passed down to
descendants. A variant of this is the assembling of family tree material into sections for each family surname eg.
Kensington and De La Porte, McConnell and McBride, Kenny and Watson and Jennings, Watson and Clay, Coates and
Fenwick and Coleman, Jones and Anwyl, Maturin and Garrigue and others of direct relevance. I had accomplished this
and had the resultant five volumes bound at university for my daughter’s 21st birthday present. I admit that I was
surprised at the great reception (and some envy) expressed by her closest friends when they browsed that gift. I did the
same for my son on his 21st birthday. The volumes had newspaper extracts, certificates, copies of awards, school
records, immigration voyage diaries by fellow passengers, photographs, postcards etc. etc. In retrospect I would have
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had more information on places. These would have included such family landmarks as Southwell, Gayles, Worton,
Dublin settings, Llanystumdwy, Dundalk, 1840s New South Wales and Auckland – each one visited by my wife and me.
A range of friends are currently writing their memoirs. It is fascinating to know of Lorraine, an artist/art therapist who is
engaged in this and the creative result of her Cornes and Waite personal memoir. We can learn from each other in this
aspect of family history recording.
9.

Interesting people located in our family history intrigue our young family members. In our family we have Charles
Jephson William Kensington, born in Le Havre, married Olivia Maturin in Criccieth and died of apoplexy (a stroke) in
remote Port Charles in New Zealand on Christmas Day 1877. We raise a glass to him on every Christmas Day. We have
William Kenny who appears in the historically accurate novel, Sharpe’s Fortress by Bernard Cornwell (2012). Bella
Coleman, was a dedicated and innovative missionary for years in China at the turning of the nineteenth century into the
twentieth century. Every family has interesting characters. Imagine your ancestor who had to cope with a new land, the
one who wrote acclaimed poetry, the one who coped with her children’s deaths or the ancestor who appears in a range
of newspaper articles of the past. There is no ordinary or uninteresting ancestor in any family!

10.

Maps can intrigue children. It is an enjoyable exercise to give them family facts relating to their country’s map and to
world maps and have them place the ancestors, names and happenings on a map. Then add some dates. Why not, later,
have the two maps photocopied and given to each child?

The above are examples. Questions do arise though that generate the question of how much we tell younger family members.
Two obvious examples in my own family illustrate this quandary. DNA results proved that our father’s legal father was not my
father’s biological father. My father’s bloodline father was Dr Bernard Samuel Story! This then led to the fascinating Story
family tree and the personal meetings with a special cousin. So now we were into Story, Lawton, Leake, Mazzerella, Bithell,
Goldstraw and Wilkinson! We are fortunate in our family to have an outstanding genealogist, my sister Jayne Olsen, whose
knowledge of DNA initially opened this puzzle.
The discovery, however, does pose challenges. How many of our father’s siblings were sired by Doctor Story? We have located
one…so far. How do we explain this to our younger family members and who will do this? When do we do this? What is an
adolescent age of readiness and comprehension for this? The adventure continues.
The other challenge regarding what to share with all of the younger family relates to ascertaining the birth of my great-great
grandfather, William Henry Kenny, who is stated by each known source as being born in Tasmania in 1811. There is no birth of
him recorded but there is a William Henry Grainger, born to Allice Grainger. Is this our WH Kenny? The plot deepens when we
note that his presumed father, Captain William Crowe Kenny, an unmarried man, sailed with his 73rd regiment to then Ceylon
‘with infant son’. The quest continues.
On reflection, the voyage into family history is most fulfilling when it is a voyage with all of the family. This article considers a
range of navigational aids to bring pleasure and family unity. My book contains far more.
May you each travel well with your own full family voyage.
About the author: Education background: from sole teacher of a country school,
riding my horse to school each day, to professor. MPhil thesis on teaching poetry
and DPhil thesis on elite team leadership. Lifelong
genealogist. Author of seven books, including
international bestsellers such as Inside The All Blacks
and Iceman: the Michael Jones Story (biography).
Janet Frame's only foreword was for my first poetry
collection Nothing is as Physical as a Poem which sold
out (because of Janet's foreword??!!). Four
grandchildren, living in Auckland and Lausanne.
Robin McConnell (on right) and son Kit McConnell,
Sport Director of IOC (and historian of the family).
Co-authors of an Encyclopaedia of Sport article.

Robin’s book Tracing Your Family History with the Whole Family
is available HERE from Family History Books.
Browse all books at: www.familyhistorybooksonline.com/

Family History Societies
Shropshire Family History Society
From the start of the pandemic Shropshire
Family History Society, like many others, had
been wondering how to keep ourselves
going. Soon we began using Zoom for
committee meetings and then took the plunge with
speakers’ meetings. It's something we wouldn't have even
thought about before Covid. Other platforms are available
that may do the same thing.
For us, not only has it facilitated “remote” committee
meetings, but also helped to recruit new committee
members living too far away to ever attend in person at
Shrewsbury.
It's also been very good for the society by enabling members
from all corners of the UK and overseas to join the talks. We
now are able to use more “national” speakers on specialist
topics who would probably not have travelled to Shrewsbury
on a Tuesday night especially in the winter.
So why not join us? We can help with your Shropshire
research, provide you with a quarterly Journal with
interesting articles and you can see/listen to good quality
talks! [Programme: www.sfhs.org.uk/events]
We are also trialling Talking Family History on Zoom - a
coffee morning type approach for general discussion –
numbers limited to a dozen or so to keep it manageable. Our
Facebook and social media accounts are also being improved
as well as a new website coming in the future.

Early in July we tried an afternoon meeting at our normal
Cross Houses venue [above] to see how it would fare. There
was a good response with many saying they would welcome
a return to “physical” meetings but in the daytime over the
winter period. Probably the way forward is to have hybrid
meetings utilising Zoom technology with people in the
audience as well as online. There are technical challenges as
the venue does not have Wi-Fi and is in a poor reception
area for mobile data. However, after a small trial we are
hopeful that we will be able to do them in the future.
We've recently returned from our first physical family history
fair at York, since they started up again. It's good to talk to
people and help point them in the right direction to continue
their research. Only one floor instead of possibly three, but
still quite a lot of people attending. One of the benefits of

doing fairs is being able to talk to other stallholders, societies
and organisations, compare notes and pick up ideas to try
out ourselves. We had decided that York [above] would be
our only national event this year.

In early August we will be at Burwarton Show, an agricultural
show in the south of the county which we have attended for
many years and which generates much interest. [above]
Shropshire books sell well as we keep up-to-date with new
publications for towns, villages or features in the county. If
attending, do visit our exhibit! Previously we went to other
shows and had intended trying more local in-county ones,
but the pandemic hit. It may be something we'll try next
season when we see how things are going.
It's a new situation for everyone and some people may not
be too ready yet to venture out much. However, we will
keep going to maintain interest and show our members that
we will persevere. We will continue to welcome new
members, too!
Please visit our website: www.sfhs.org.uk/

Join your local family history society—full list at www.familyhistoryfederation.com/societies-az

Family History Societies
The Beresford Family Society
As reported in last month’s Bulletin, the BFS
Spring Gathering was held on 28th/29th May,
which coincided with the well dressings at
Tissington. On the Saturday, members had
an opportunity to visit the village and inspect the six wells.
Fine weather with sunshine made a memorable day especially
for those who had never before seen well dressings. Sir
Richard FitzHerbert, Bt., who resides at Tissington Hall, made
members welcome and gave a most interesting talk on the
history and the art of ‘dressing’ the wells. Hands Well, Hall
Well, Children’s Well, Yew Tree Well, Town Well and Coffin
Well are dressed by villagers each year. No artificial or
synthetic materials are ever used at Tissington. Many
biblical/topical themes are usually incorporated.
The Beresford Family AGM was on Sunday afternoon with
discussions and decisions. That evening, following the ‘grace’
by Michael Foulds, thirty-one members sat down for dinner at
the Royal Oak Inn, Mayfield, Ashbourne; huge helpings of
food cooked to the highest of standards were served to all.
The Chairman welcomed all members and thanked organisers
of the dinner and also donors of the many raffle prizes. Joyce
958 organised the raffle raising £85. So ended a weekend
enjoyed by all.
One member’s comment on the weekend:
Of course, I should have known how kind and efficient you
would be in sending photographs to us because it naturally
followed on from the fabulous warm welcome we received
and the special weekend we so thoroughly enjoyed. Indeed,
words can't thank you and your fellow committee members
for the dedication, hard work and loyalty to the Society and to
members all for making us immediately feel like part of the
clan. I only wish my late father and brother could have taken
part. Who knows, perhaps they were there in spirit?

Tissington’s Hall Well
The Beresford family has close ties with the FitzHerberts,
there having been several marriages between the two
families. Saturday afternoon members visited Beresford Dale
for a traditional ‘walking the dale’. Members had the chance
to view the world famous Charles Cotton/Isaac Walton
“temple to fishing” beside the river Dove.
Members attended St Edmund’s Church, Fenny Bentley for
Sunday morning worship [below]. The Venerable Carol
Coslett, Archdeacon of Chesterfield, led us in an enjoyable
service. John 301 (of Dorset) did the first reading. It was the
first time Carol had been at a service for the Beresford
family, her message was: “It was a pleasure to be with you,
every blessing for your future connections”. We hope to meet
this splendid lady again in the future.

Looking ahead to
spring 2023, a
provisional
booking has been
made for a canal
boat trip aboard
Birdswood [right]
on the Cromford
canal.
If you have a Beresford connection, do join BFS.
www.beresfordfamilysociety.org/
Ralph Beresford, BFS Hon Sec 930
See next page...

The Really Useful Bulletin welcomes contributions from all Federation member organisations.
It is opportunity to promote your society to the extensive Bulletin readership.
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Well dressing is first documented at Tissington in 1348. Although wells around the country were blessed since pagan times to
ensure a supply of water, in the Peak District the displays have become legendary. A wooden frame is soaked for a week
before being lined with wet clay. A design is etched into the clay and the picture formed using natural materials – petals,
leaves, seeds, bark, sheep’s wool, etc. Some places now attract large numbers of visitors to view the well dressings on
various dates in spring and summer. Well worth making a special visit!
We mentioned to Ralph Beresford that readers may be interested in well dressing in Derbyshire and he kindly sent this
selection of photographs taken in 2022. If your forebears were in this area, were they involved with this craft? Ed.

Tissington’s Coffin Well

Tissington’s Town Well

Buxton—celebrating the Queen’s Jubilee

Two examples from
Youlgreave’s 2022
well dressings

Incredible
creations!

With grateful
thanks to
Ralph Beresford

Photographs
© Ralph Beresford

Join your local family history society—full list at www.familyhistoryfederation.com/societies-az

Family History Societies
Dorset Family History Society

Family History Workshops hosted by Dorset Family History Society
One of Dorset Family History Society’s objectives is to promote and engage in educational activities, discussions
and lectures to help expand the knowledge of our society members. We have a variety of ways of doing this
through:


Monthly meetings with guest speakers on a range of subjects linked to family/social history or general
historical interest. Previous subjects have included Finding Family in India, How to find Naval Records,
Quarter Sessions, What mummy did in the War and Sources for Medieval Genealogy to mention a few.
Forthcoming talks include Transported Prisoners of Dorset and The Tolpuddle Martyrs.



Our monthly computer club sessions, hosted by DFHS, provide a discussion forum for group/peer support.
Previous sessions have provided support and suggestions for breaking down those brick walls or using Family
Tree Maker or Rootschat.



Our educational programme.

Our Introduction to Family History workshops have been well received and are designed to help those who are
beginning or want to begin their family history research. Through presentation and examination of documents we
look at births, marriages and deaths, civil registration, census and the 1939 register. We are planning to restart
these in the autumn, after a summer break, running these (subject to demand) every two months or so.
"Tracing your military ancestors online" is a new workshop for Autumn 2022 being held on 22 nd October.
[www.dorsetfhs.org.uk/event/tracing-you-military-ancestors-online/]. Our guest presenter will, through
presentation and document examples, explore how you can use the popular websites (Find My Past and Ancestry)
to search for military ancestors. During the workshop records for pre-World War I, World War I (including women
in World War I), World War II and other conflicts and also medal records will be explored. Then there will also be
the opportunity to use our research facilities to put it all into practice.
Fees apply to attend our workshops, held at
our research centre (pictured) in Poole and
places must be booked in advance.

Full details can be found on our website,
where you can also find out more about our
monthly meetings and computer group
sessions, plus our other activities such as
planned coach trips, assistance from our
volunteers (virtual or in our research centre),
browse our shop or use the online form to contact us.
Non-members of DFHS are welcome to join any of our activities.
Visit our website to explore further: www.dorsetfhs.org.uk/
Dorset Family History Society,
Treetops Research Centre, Suite 5, Stanley House, 3 Fleets Lane, Poole, Dorset BH15 3AJ

Join your local family history society—full list at www.familyhistoryfederation.com/societies-az
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Useful Archives or Research Sites
Ireland’s Virtual Record Treasury Launched
For many weeks there has been growing anticipation of the
launch of the ground-breaking project to bring back to life the
records of Ireland. Irish research is no longer “impossible”!
This blog entry posted on 28th June.

Expanded railway ancestors research tool
From mid-July, the 'Railway Work, Life & Death' project's
database of accidents to British and Irish railway staff will
include an additional 16,000 cases, covering 1900-1939.
The project looks at accidents to railway staff before 1939,
transcribing and summarising details from official accident
investigations. With the existing data, the database covers
around 21,000 individuals, all transcribed by the project's
excellent volunteers. The records tell us who was involved in
an accident, what they were doing, where, when and why.
If there is one thing to learn about Irish genealogy and
history, it is that the glass is always half-full when it comes to
the survival of records. It is never half-empty.
You'll hear a lot of doom and gloom from folk about records
being destroyed, and how it just can't be done. Ignore them,
there is often a way!

The project is a joint initiative of the University of
Portsmouth, the National Railway Museum and the Modern
Records Centre at the University of Warwick, working with
The National Archives.

Today, Ireland pulled off a miracle in retrieving a great deal of
the material thought to be forever lost in the Public Record
Office fire of 1922, during the Irish Civil War. Through
transcripts, surrogate copies, conservation miracles, and
collaboration with other archives worldwide (not least PRONI
and TNA), the new Virtual Record Treasury of
Ireland platform has been launched at https://
virtualtreasury.ie.
Having watched the official launch online, which I found to be
extraordinarily emotional, it's too big to review immediately. I
am merely going to suggest that you get stuck in.
A superb effort from all concerned, and a fitting conclusion to
the Decade of Centenaries.
For more on the launch visit https://beyond2022.ie/ and
https://www.rte.ie/news/ireland/2022/0624/1306668-virtual
-record-office/.
The glass is half-full, it is not half-empty. Have fun!
Original text by
Chris Paton BA (Hons), HND, PgDip (Genealogical Studies)
Scotland's Greatest Story family history research:
www.ScotlandsGreatestStory.co.uk
Scottish GENES Blog (GEnealogy News and EventS): https://
ScottishGENES.blogspot.com

Posed c.1913 accident prevention photograph, from the
Great Western Railway booklet The ‘Safety’ Movement.

It wants to see the information it’s making available being
used by you, in your research - it's all available free from the
project website. They're also keen to hear from you if you
find someone you're researching, so please let them know.
www.railwayaccidents.port.ac.uk
Twitter: @RWLDproject
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/Railway-Work-Life-Death-108745674380484

The Federation’s archive liaison representative is asking UK readers to advise of any
reduction in hours at local archive services to “cut costs”. Please send details to:
archives.liaison@familyhistoryfederation.com
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News from the Federation
Follow the Fed on Twitter!
Did you know that the Family History
Federation has a Twitter account?
You can find us @FederationFHS where we
share all kinds of family history news and stories as well as
updates from family history societies. If you have a personal
or society Twitter account then make sure you follow us.
You can also ‘tag’ us in any FHS announcements and we will
share with our 3,000 followers!

Orkney Family History Society has told the Really
Useful Bulletin about the Viking Genes Project.
The study is run by a team at the MRC Human Genetics
Unit at the University of Edinburgh led by Professor Jim
Flett Wilson. The study aims to better understand a
range of diseases and, in turn, find treatments through
a better understanding of genes and genetic
connectivity. Two stages of the project have taken
place which have concentrated on Orkney and
Shetland. The project is now in Viking III stage which
includes the Hebrides. It needs new volunteers —can
you help?
Anyone over sixteen years of age with at least two
grandparents born in the Hebrides or Orkney or
Shetland, can help with this fascinating and groundbreaking project.
You can find out more at www.ed.ac.uk/viking where
you can also volunteer. There is a sample
questionnaire and a FAQs section, too. Those who
qualify complete a questionnaire and provide a sample
of saliva via a specialist kit sent to you. Volunteers are
guaranteed confidentiality.

Orkney FHS is a member of the
Scottish Association of Family History Societies.

Out and About
The Federation exhibited at many events during ’normal
times’. We are delighted to be at last out and about again!
[Below] Creative Crafts, NEC in June.

The Fed attends a number of
hobby or craft events where we
are always surprised at the level
of interest in family history from
visitors, many of whom are
combining their craft expertise
with their research. There are
many ways crafters can display a
life story or make a special gift to
mark a major birthday or
wedding anniversary.
When at events aimed
solely at family
historians, such as the
recent The Family History
Show: York, we often
take the bookshop.
Family History Books
stocks a vast range of
publications for family
historians and the
bookshop was a very
popular corner at York. Fewer books made the trip back to
base—that’s what we like! The upsurge of interest in the
printed word encouraged the super offer to subscribers on
the cover of this edition. Stock your shelves with reference
material while you can!
The York show clashed with the craft event at the NEC in
Birmingham; difficulties were exacerbated by the rail strikes.
We are grateful to members of the Executive who helped out
thus avoiding the use of “virtual beings”!
We dipped a toe into the rural world at
the Royal Norfolk Show—a very different
experience! We met some interesting
family historians plus plenty “thinking
about doing their tree”.
Being out and about is part of the
Federation’s promotion of family history in
general and family history societies in
particular. If you see the Federation at an
event, do stop by and say hello! (Apologies
to our overseas subscribers, but you can
visit the Fed at the Really Useful Show
online in November!)

Really Useful Back Page
Family History Research Aids
from the Experts

Parish Chest, a service from the Family History Federation,
has over sixty family history societies and some twentyplus traders, at a one-stop online shop, offering a wide
range of family history materials in some sixteen categories
including:


Parish register transcriptions and more from local FHS



Memorial inscriptions information from gravestones
across the country, compiled by local FHS



Nonconformists: Baptists, Wesleyans, Independents,
Quakers and many more nonconformist lists



Wills and Probate Indexes of wills and administrations



Folders, printing facilities, giftware



..and more!
Societies and suppliers regularly add new lines, so visit
www.parishchest.com
to see what is there to help you add to your family tree.
Societies and others interested in joining Parish Chest
should initially contact:
admin@familyhistoryfederation.com

Family History Books is a shop for books from many
publishers on all aspects of family history research.
Family History Books is also a publisher of relevant
titles relating to research. If you are writing a book
dealing with an aspect of family history research—
then do contact the Federation’s administrative
officer. [FHBO does not publish personal family
histories.] Family History Books is owned by the
Family History Federation in order to provide a
service to the genealogical community.
Family History Books has an online shop. In
addition, the bookshop can be found at major live
family history events around the country enabling
you to view the latest titles—the stall is always very
popular!
The exceptional offer this month is available only to
Bulletin subscribers. Grab this super bargain while
you can.
FHBO will be publishing new titles in the coming
months—watch this space!
Do explore the range, and place your orders, at
www.familyhistorybooksonline.com

Friday 11th and Saturday 12th November 2022
Entirely online—accessible worldwide!
Presentations, workshops, FHS stalls and more!
Please view www.fhf-reallyuseful.com for details
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